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Wilcom API Support Note: Colors in Embroidery Machine Stitch 

Files and the Wilcom Default Color Palette 

Date: 28 March 2022 

 

INTRODUCTION – A STITCH FILE HAS NO COLOR INFORMATION 

 

We made a design in the Wilcom 

EmbroideryStudio system with 20 colors. When 

we save it and open it again, it will preserve the 

original colors because they are stored in the 

Wilcom EMB file. (Note that the Wilcom default 

palette has 15 colors and in order to have 20 

colors, you just have to click on the “+” sign to 

add more colors to the palette. 

 

 

 

It is a different story though if we Export this design as an Embroidery Machine file. Many older 

embroidery machine stitch files do not contain color information. One of the most popular formats, 

the Tamia DST file contains stitches and stops. Because each stitch is just an X-Y movement of the 

frame, the stitch file looks something like this: 

… 

x,y 

x,y 

x,y 

STOP 

x,y 

x,y 

… 

The STOP typically means to “change needle”, so if before the stop the machine was using “Needle 

1” with the RED color and then we need the GREEN color that is on “Needle 3”, the operator has to 

program the machine, so, after Needle 1 it should change to Needle 3, when reading a STOP 

command. 

But this file does not contain information about RED or GREEN colors. 
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USING API CALLS WITH MACHINE STITCH FILE – SHOWING COLORS 

When we use the api/editDesignTrueview call with a DST file, this call will return a Trueview image 

file with a colored design. How does the Wilcom API know the colors? 

For this we will use the Recolor Design Concept App that is available for you on the Developer.com 

portal. As you can see, when we open the “random_colors.DST” file (see below) that has 20 different 

colors (19 STOPS) it will open with the Default Color Palette. (with 15 colors, than cycling again) 

 

 

And below you can see the color description of the Wilcom Default Palette. Here is the Color Palette 

for your reference: 
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So, what happens here is that Wilcom has a “DEFAULT COLOR PALETTE” that has 15 pre-set colors. 

and the API call will create 15 “color blocks”. Because the DST file has no color information, the 

Wilcom system will assign a Palette color to the “Color Block” and then the next Palette color and 

the next to each “color block” between STOPS and these will be the design colors you will get back 

as a Trueview file. 

For your reference, we show here the design XML recipe 

 

        <threads> 

          <thread color="39168" code="1" brand="Default" description="Dark Green" /> 

          <thread color="16711680" code="2" brand="Default" description="Blue" /> 

          <thread color="255" code="3" brand="Default" description="Red" /> 

          <thread color="65535" code="4" brand="Default" description="Yellow" /> 

          <thread color="13421619" code="5" brand="Default" description="Aqua" /> 

          <thread color="12583104" code="6" brand="Default" description="Dark Magenta" /> 

          <thread color="65280" code="7" brand="Default" description="Green" /> 

          <thread color="0" code="8" brand="Default" description="Black" /> 

          <thread color="16777215" code="9" brand="Default" description="White" /> 

          <thread color="10027008" code="10" brand="Default" description="Dark Blue" /> 

          <thread color="153" code="11" brand="Default" description="Dark Red" /> 

          <thread color="3381759" code="12" brand="Default" description="Orange" /> 

          <thread color="13369497" code="13" brand="Default" description="Purple" /> 

          <thread color="3368601" code="14" brand="Default" description="Brown" /> 

          <thread color="13401855" code="15" brand="Default" description="Pink" /> 

        </threads> 

 

Statistically, most commercial embroidery logo designs have 6 or less number of colors therefore 

this limitation affects only to a small number of designs. 

   

- End of Document - 
 

For further information contact support@wilcom.com 

 


